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over the empty set. We denote the direct sum of n copies of a graph G by G'". A graph A is called connected if it cannot be written as a direct sum of two proper nonempty subgraphs. A connected graph with no cycles is called a tree. A full tree is a countable tree in which every vertex has an infinite number of vertices attached to it. We denote a full tree by T. A discrete graph on m points, that is, a collection of points with no edges, is denoted by D,,1. An n-cycle is a hairy cycle if it has a full tree attached to every vertex; we denote such a graph by Hn. A furry n-cycle is a graph with k > n vertices which contains a unique n-cycle. Afurry cycle is a furry n-cycle for some n. For emphasis we may write bald n-cycle for C,. A class (which is closed under subgraph) is said to omit a graph B, if B is not a member of the class. Similarly, a class allows or admits a graph B if it is a member of the class. Let y (B) denote ( B l, e (B)) where e (B) is the number of edges in the graph. DEFINITION 
Let K be a class of finite graphs closed under isomorphisms. K is s-invariant if for any finite A, A E K if and only if for every subgraph B of A, (B) > 0 and there is a B' E K such that y(B) = y(B').
Note that a s-invariant class K is closed under subgraphs. Observe that the strongly minimal examples of [8] are not s-invariant. The above definitions yield: s (C,2) = 0 and s (Ln) = 1, for any n < wo). One can check by induction on cardinality that a connected graph which contains no cycle has dimension 1 and a connected graph which contains a single cycle has dimension 0. Furthermore, In the usual way if a class has the amalgamation property (we often omit the <) there is a unique countable generic model in the following sense. ?3. 8-invariant amalgamation classes. In this section we characterize the -invariant amalgamation classes. By Proposition 2.2 any connected graph in K can have at most one cyclic subgraph. As Theorem 3.7 points out, if K3 E K then by s-invariance any tree is in K. Thus the s-invariant classes which admit K3 are distinguished only by which graphs of dimension 0 they admit. On the other hand, if K3 is not allowed, then the class is much simpler; only direct sums of points, 3-cycles, and K2s are allowed. Before establishing these facts, we define the following classes: This theorem will follow from the following lemmas. The first is obvious LEMMA 3.3. The class K0 contains exactly those finite graphs which consist of vertices with no edges; it is 6-invariant and has the amalgamation property.
We can characterize all <-amalgamation classes which are closed under substructures and omit K3. They are all easily seen to be 6-invariant. C equals ((B ",. B') U f (B')) ?A (C 'x f (B')) .
But the first factor of the second expression is just f (B). Thus, f (B) < (B -". B') ?A C and (B ",. B') ?A C E K2J1 as required. On the other hand, if a furry n-cycle F is contained in B A C then a furry n-cycle F' with IF'I = n + 1 must be embedded in B or C and so n c I and IFI c I.
It remains to show that a minimal s-invariant <-amalgamation class K, which admits K3 has the form K2,, for some I satisfying the conditions of Definition 3.1 part 3. We claim first that such K admit all finite trees. It is easy to see that if K3 E K then Ln E K for all n. But, by -invariance, if every L,, is in K, any tree is in K.
Let J = JK = { n : K admits C,, }. We now show J satisfies the conditions described in Definition 3.1 part 3. First, if C,1 
